Top 5 Reasons
Why Eaton consoles are the leader in mission-critical applications

1 Technology Integration
Eaton was founded on the principles of integrating people and technology. From technology specific storage devices to extensive wire and cable management and tool-less access panels, Profile consoles enable both the user and IT staff to work simultaneously without disruption to operations. Installation is faster and maintenance downtime is minimized as operators continue to work while technical staff easily access technology and cables.

2 Modularity & Scalability
True modularity takes place at the component level. Utilizing rugged steel frames, modular walls and hundreds of modular components, the Profile platform conforms easily to your space and workflow. With a future-proof design philosophy and attention to cross compatibility, our limitless configurations will meet your current requirements and scale to meet the demands of tomorrow. Eaton’s dedication to this principal is reflected in our limited lifetime warranty.
3 Durability
Profile is designed and constructed to withstand the rigors of a 24/7 multi-shift environment. Featuring all steel construction, heavy-duty lifts and a durable epoxy-coated finish, Profile stands up in the toughest environments. We’re so confident in that claim that we guarantee the consoles we manufacture for as long as you own them.

4 Ergonomics
The Profile Advanced Communication Console is designed to prevent repetitive stress injuries and fatigue associated with 24/7 environments. Profile’s integrated electronic lifts and flat panel display mounting solutions meet all current ANSI/HFES 100-2007 Ergonomic Standards for technology intensive workstations.

5 Custom Collaboration
We listen first and then design and create solutions based around a four-dimensional philosophy of integrating your people, your technology, your space and your workflow. We’ve earned a long and loyal list of customers who demand direct collaboration to create exact solutions to their specific requirements. From project inception through installation and beyond, you can count on Eaton for world-class workspace solutions.

To contact an Eaton salesperson or local distributor, please visit www.eaton.com/wrightline or call 800-225-7348